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Available again, an acclaimed collection from an American master that USA Today called
“Powerful . . . lyrical, vivid, engaging.”Originally published twenty-five years ago, Platte River is
one of the early collections that established Rick Bass’s reputation as a master of the short form
and one of the best writers of his generation. It contains three novellas of contemporary
America, each informed by the mysteries of nature and the heart. Set along borders, both
physical and immaterial, all of the novellas combine a spare but radiant naturalism with an
outsize aspiration to folklore or myth.In the title story, a former pro linebacker living a simple,
isolated life in the Canadian woods just across the border from Montana struggles with his artist
girlfriend’s desire to escape. Invited by his best friend from their college football days to give a
talk at the school where the friend now teaches, he flies to northern Michigan. In the class the
next morning, after a night fishing party on the Platte River, what he learns brings acceptance,
and a kind of salvation.In “Mahatma Joe,” a despairing evangelist living in a valley that was once
so wild the people would go naked when the Chinook winds blew, announcing winter’s end,
throws his fervor into planting a garden along the river, bringing purpose to the young woman
who had camped there.“Field Events,” the most comic of the stories, begins when two athlete
brothers spy an enormous, muscled man swimming in the river, hauling a canoe loaded with
cast iron. Their plan to train him in the discus meets with complications, when the giant and their
older sister find in each other the missing part that neither could articulate.

"Marvelous . . . The title story is stunning."—Los Angeles Times Book Review"Powerful . . . [Rick
Bass] reminds me of D. H. Lawrence, who also relied on the power of his own voice to
mesmerize the reader. . . . Lyrical, vivid, engaging."—USA Today"Spellbindingly articulate . . . [A]
compassionate exploration of what learning to love feels like, smells like, and sounds like."—
San Francisco Chronicle"Mythical . . . Bass creates a clear and luminous world where legends
are still told."—Christian Science Monitor"This collection shines. . . . You get the feeling you're
seeing how Rick Bass dreams."—New York Newsday"Bass has written some of the finest short
stories in the land: terse, haunting, often near-mystical tales that have brought comparisons to
Hemingway and the late Raymond Carver."—Oregonian“A warm, introspective read, filled with
lush imagery of beautiful natural wonders.”—Midwest Book Review“Impressive . . . What makes
this a compelling book are his finely detailed, complex characters, simple men and women
crafted with sympathy and understanding.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review“Delectable . . .
Within this rich blend of naturalism touched by mystery, the exhilarating landscapes of Montana,
upstate New York, and northern Michigan inform the book as fully as the human principals. . . .
Bass demonstrates here his mastery of longer fiction.”—Library Journal“Three fascinating long
stories from a greatly gifted writer avatar of the outdoors. . . . Beautifully written and filled with



radiant imagery and a powerful sense of the mysteries of nature—human and otherwise.”—
Kirkus Reviews"A literary titan . . . Bass is, hands down, a master of the short form, creating in a
few pages a natural world of mythic proportions."—New York Times Book Review"Bass's prose
is charged with a lyrical intensity rare in American fiction. The beauty of his sentences recalls the
stylistic finesse of McCarthy and Willa Cather, but he does more than just write prettily. Reading
Rick Bass offers the deep pleasure of reinhabiting an older world, one that's not lost so much as
latent and usually unnoticed . . . Each line of Bass's extraordinary prose brings you more
awake."—Chicago Tribune"Bass is an acknowledged master of the short story. . . . His greatest
gift, what makes Rick Bass one of the very best writers we have, is his understanding of the soft
hearts within even the hardest people."—San Francisco Chronicle"Rick Bass joins the pantheon
of contemporary masters.”—O, The Oprah Magazine"Rick Bass writes fiction with almost mythic
plot devices that unfold with an authenticity that is startling . . . [He] can lift a common moment
into a shared experience that is universal."—Seattle TimesReviewSUPPRESSAbout the
AuthorRick Bass is an author and activist. He has received many awards and honors for his
short fiction, including the O. Henry Award, the Pushcart Prize, the PEN/Nelson Algren Special
Citation, and the Story Prize. He is also the author of novels and nonfiction, most recently The
Traveling Feast: On the Road and at the Table with My Heroes. His stories, essays, and articles
have appeared in a wide variety of magazines, including The New Yorker, the Paris Review,
Atlantic Monthly, Esquire, and the Los Angeles Times Sunday Magazine. He lives in the Yaak
Valley , Montana, where he is a member of the Yaak Valley Forest Council.From Publishers
WeeklyThe characters in this impressive collection of three novellas are all outsized--in body,
and in longing for the sanctuary and protection of love. Water is a unifying factor, a symbol of the
free-flowing clarity and strength they aspire to achieve. The tales have an almost magical
intensity, born of clear, supple prose animated by stark and startling imagery. In "Mahatma Joe,"
an obsessed, aging preacher who has tamed the passions of the residents of Grass Valley,
Montana, brings a curious salvation to the young woman who tests her physical strength as she
comes to share his vision. "Field Events" introduces Paul Bunyan-sized A.C., whose muscular
power moves him to dance in a field with a cow on his back. His mute need for love leads him to
join the Iron family, among whom he learns to throw the discus--and much more. The protagonist
of the title story is Harley, an aging former linebacker, whose visit with a former college buddy
gives him a glimpse of the limitations of his body and of the elusiveness of human connection.
Bass ( The Ninemile Wolves ) is known primarily for his lucid and lyrical writing about nature, and
this collection has plenty of that--all three stories take place within a stone's throw of the
Canadian border in harsh environments briefly made idyllic by warmer seasons. But what makes
this a compelling book are his finely detailed, complex characters, simple men and women
crafted with sympathy and understanding. Author tour.Copyright 1994 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorRick
Bass is an author and activist. He has received many awards and honors for his short fiction,
including the O. Henry Award, the Pushcart Prize, the PEN/Nelson Algren Special Citation, and



the Story Prize. He is also the author of novels and nonfiction, most recently The Traveling Feast:
On the Road and at the Table with My Heroes. His stories, essays, and articles have appeared in
a wide variety of magazines, including The New Yorker, the Paris Review, Atlantic
Monthly, Esquire, and the Los Angeles Times Sunday Magazine. He lives in the Yaak Valley ,
Montana, where he is a member of the Yaak Valley Forest Council. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalIf one combined a healthy serving of North
American tall tales with a generous portion of Norman MacLean's A River Runs Through It , the
tantalizing mixture would resemble these three delectable novellas. Within this rich blend of
naturalism touched by mystery, the exhilarating landscapes of Montana, upstate New York, and
northern Michigan inform the book as fully as the human principals. "Mahatma Joe" presents a
failed evangelist acting out metaphors in pursuit of salvation: he literally skates on thin ice in the
dark while attempting to sow a garden. In "Field Events," a gentle giant, who exercises by lifting
cows, energizes a burnt-out school teacher. The title story sends a lovelorn, has-been athlete to
face unexpected revelations in the course of a remarkable all-night fishing party. Known for his
prize short stories and nature writing ( Oil Notes , Houghton, 1990; Ninemile Wolves , LJ
5/15/92), Bass demonstrates here his mastery of longer fiction. Recommended for all
collections. Previewed in Prepub Alert, LJ 10/1/93.- Starr E. Smith, Fairfax Cty. P . L . ,
Va.Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"This collection shines...You get the feeling you're
seeing how Rick Bass dreams."-- New York Newsday"Marvelous...The title story is stunning...It's
the best single piece Bass has written to date."-- Los Angeles Times Book Review"Powerful...
(Rick Bass) reminds me of D. H. Lawrence, who also relied on the power of his own voice to
mesmerize the reader...Lyrical, vivid, engaging."-- USA Today"Stunning...(A) compassionate
exploration of what learning to love feels like, smells like and sounds like...Spellbinding
articulate."-- San Francisco Chronicle"Mythical...Bass creates a clear and luminous world where
legends are still told."-- The Christian Science Monitor"Bass has written some of the finest short
stories in the land: terse, haunting, often near-mystical tales that have brought comparisons to
Hemingway and the late Raymond Carver."-- The Oregonian"Beautifully Written and filled with
radiant imagery and a powerful sense of the mysteries of nature."-- Kirkus Reviews --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsThree fascinating long stories
from a greatly gifted avatar of the outdoors (The Ninemile Wolves, 1992; The Watch, 1989, etc.)
The stories cross the mythic with the naturalistic, and are ruggedly male. In ``Mahatma Joe,'' an
aging evangelist who's migrated from wild Alaska to an isolated but semicivilized valley in
northern Montana accelerates his campaign to win favor with God before he dies; as the warm
midwinter chinook blows through the valley, he plants a lush riverside garden for the sake of
converts in Africa, and, though he loses his beloved Alaskan common-law wife, who drowns, he
finds a new partner in a drifting hippie girl. In the haunting ``Field Events,'' a Glen Falls, New
York, family- -mixed of giants and pixies--adopts a mammoth man who's first spotted by two
brothers hauling a canoe full of iron objects against a river's fierce current. The brothers train the



man to throw a discus farther than anyone's ever thrown it; the mother considers him the reborn
soul of her miscarried eldest son; and the oldest sister, a frail, depressive gamine, marries him--
teaching him to be her savior and to let himself be saved from the destructive power of his
strength. Finally, in ``Platte River,'' an ex-pro football player named Harley, now living in the
Montana wilderness with his restless girlfriend Shaw, spends a weekend fishing with an old
buddy and two other men in northern Michigan; as fish pull free and one man openly
contemplates suicide, Harley learns not to block or tackle when confronted with a problem but to
``let something go''--namely, his freedom-seeking girlfriend. Beautifully written and filled with
radiant imagery and a powerful sense of the mysteries of nature--human and otherwise. --
Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistThe Montana environmentalist (The Ninemile Wolves
[1992]) here offers three spare, unrelated stories. "Platte River," the weakest, is about an ex-
football player who journeys from Montana to speak at a small college in northern Michigan. It
effectively evokes the sadness of a life in which dreams were realized early, and then nothing
else happened; it might make a good reading for men's consciousness meetings. "Mahatma
Joe," about a Canadian evangelist who is near death, and who manages one last convert in an
embittered young woman trying to find herself in a wilderness valley, has a lilting, seductive
charm about it, however, and an understated humor. The most appealing by far of these tales is
the amusing "Field Events," about two overgrown teenage boys who spend every spare moment
discus throwing. They spot an even bigger man, a man so big he partakes of myth, wandering
naked in a field, and recruit him to their cause. The gentle giant can hurl a discus far enough to
break the Olympic record, but, alas, he's moonstruck over his friends' lonely sister. Bass writes
beautifully, but this is such a slender book that readers may feel a bit cheated. John Mort --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Praise for Platte River“Marvelous … The title story is stunning.”—Los Angeles Times Book
Review“Powerful … [Rick Bass] reminds me of D. H. Lawrence, who also relied on the power of
his own voice to mesmerize the reader.… Lyrical, vivid, engaging.”—USA Today“Spellbindingly
articulate … [A] compassionate exploration of what learning to love feels like, smells like, and
sounds like.”—San Francisco Chronicle“Mythical … Bass creates a clear and luminous world
where legends are still told.”—Christian Science Monitor“This collection shines.… You get the
feeling you’re seeing how Rick Bass dreams.”—New York Newsday“Bass has written some of
the finest short stories in the land: terse, haunting, often near-mystical tales that have brought
comparisons to Hemingway and the late Raymond Carver.”—Oregonian“A literary titan … Bass
is, hands down, a master of the short form, creating in a few pages a natural world of mythic
proportions.”—New York Times Book Review“A warm, introspective read, filled with lush imagery
of beautiful natural wonders.”—Midwest Book ReviewReading Rick Bass offers the deep
pleasure of reinhabiting an older world, one that’s not lost so much as latent and usually
unnoticed … Each line of Bass’s extraordinary prose brings you more awake.”—Chicago
Tribune“Bass is an acknowledged master of the short story… . His greatest gift, what makes
Rick Bass one of the very best writers we have, is his understanding of the soft hearts within
even the hardest people.”—San Francisco Chronicle“Rick Bass joins the pantheon of
contemporary masters.”—O, The Oprah Magazine“Rick Bass writes fiction with almost mythic
plot devices that unfold with an authenticity that is startling … [He] can lift a common moment
into a shared experience that is universal.”—Seattle Times“Impressive … What makes this a
compelling book are his finely detailed, complex characters, simple men and women crafted
with sympathy and understanding.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review“Delectable … Within
this rich blend of naturalism touched by mystery, the exhilarating landscapes of Montana,
upstate New York, and northern Michigan inform the book as fully as the human principals… .
Bass demonstrates here his mastery of longer fiction.”—Library Journal“Three fascinating long
stories from a greatly gifted writer avatar of the outdoors… . Beautifully written and filled with
radiant imagery and a powerful sense of the mysteries of nature—human and otherwise.”—
Kirkus ReviewsBOOKS BY RICK BASSNONFICTION:The Deer PastureWild to the HeartOil
NotesWinter: Notes From Montana1The Ninemile WolvesThe Lost Grizzlies:A Search for
Survivors in the Wilderness of ColoradoThe Book of YaakThe New WolvesBrown Dog of the
Yaak: Essays on Art and ActivismColter: The True Story of the Best Dog I Ever HadCaribou
Rising: Defending the Porcupine Herd,Gwich-in Culture, and the Arctic NationalWildlife
RefugeWhy I Came WestThe Wild Marsh: Four Seasons at Home in MontanaThe Black Rhinos
of NamibiaThe Heart Beneath the HeartIn My Home There Is No More Sorrow: Ten Days in
RwandaThe Traveling FeastNOVELS:Where the Sea Used to BeThe DiezmoNashville
ChromeAll the Land That Holds UsSHORT STORIES:The WatchIn the Loyal
MountainsFiberThe Hermit’s StoryThe Lives of RocksFor a Little While: New and Selected



StoriesNOVELLAS:Platte RiverThe Sky, the Stars, the WildernessThe Blue HorseThe Heart of
the Monster (with David James Duncan)ANTHOLOGIES (EDITOR):The Roadless
Yaak:Reflections and Observations About One ofOur Last Great Wild PlacesFalling from Grace:
A Literary Response to the Demise ofParadise (co-editor, with Paul Christensen)Copyright ©
1994 by Rick BassAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any manner
without the express written consent of the publisher, except in the case of brief excerpts in
critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be addressed to Arcade Publishing, 307 West
36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018.First Arcade Edition 2019This is a work of fiction.
Names, places, characters, and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or
are used fictitiously.Arcade Publishing books may be purchased in bulk at special discounts for
sales promotion, corporate gifts, fund-raising, or educational purposes. Special editions can also
be created to specifications. For details, contact the Special Sales Department, Arcade
Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018 or
arcade@skyhorsepublishing.com.Arcade Publishing® is a registered trademark of Skyhorse
Publishing, Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our website at .Visit the author’s site at .10 9 8 7
6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available on file.Library of
Congress Control Number: 2019930447Cover design by Erin Seaward-HiattCover illustration:
Winslow Homer, Leaping TroutPrinted in the United States of AmericaFor Mary Katherine,
Amanda,Stephanie, Mary, and MollieCONTENTSMAHATMA JOEFIELD EVENTSPLATTE
RIVERABOUT THE AUTHORMAHATMA JOEHow many memorable localities in a river walk!
Here is the warm wood-side; next, the good fishing bay; and next, where the old settler was
drowned when crossing on the ice a hundred years ago. It is all storied.— THOREAU, January
1860 journalIn February, after the chinook blew through, thawing people’s faces into smiles and
making look happy again, and making the men look like men again, rather than pouting little
boys — in February, the preacher for the Grass Valley, Mahatma Joe Krag, began a rampage not
unlike those of other springs.It had been a hard winter in northern Montana, so hard that ravens
sometimes fell from the sky in midflight, their insides just snapping, it seemed, and like great
ragged clumps of black cloth they’d fall into the woods, or into a pasture, landing a few weeks
shy of spring.The stave-ribbed horses — those that the coyotes and wolves had not gotten —
would go over and pick the crows up with their teeth and begin eating them, chewing the shiny
black feathers.There was nothing else.People were so short-tempered that even the saloon
closed down. In past winters they’d gone in to gather, socialize, drink, and complain collectively,
but now people got into fights, pistol-pulling duels out in the snow, duels which never killed
anyone, not at thirty yards with the .22 pistols the saloon kept on the counter for that purpose.
The snow was usually swirling and blowing, which further lessened the risk, though often one of
the duelists would injure the other, hitting him in the thigh or the shoulder, and even once, in the
case of One-Ball Boyd, in the groin.It was a bad winter, even for Grass Valley. The valley was
long and narrow, and ran northwest-southeast along an old mountain range, the Whiteflesh
Mountains, the first inland range off the Pacific. Storms came hauling off of the Siberian



Peninsula and crossed the Bering Strait, kicking up eighty- and hundred-foot waves; they
crashed into Alaska and then Washington, worked their way over the northwest passes, too
strong to be stopped, and hurried over three hundred miles of prairie in eastern Washington,
building up speed.The Grass Valley was the first thing they hit. The valley was shaped like a
bottleneck, slightly curved in the middle, and the storms slammed into it and rounded the curve,
accelerating.But it worked the other way during chinooks. Winds from the south raced up the
same funnel, blowing hot air through the valley even in winter, melting all the snow in a matter of
days, and launching new hatches of insects, buds in the fruit trees, and the smiles of women.
Once February came around, the chinook could happen at any time. It became a race between
south winds and north winds to see what got to the bottleneck valley first. The temperature could
change almost a hundred degrees in twenty-four hours, going from twenty below to sixty or
seventy above.The chinook would last only a week at most, but it was a sign that there would be
just one more month of hard freezes left. A long time ago, the town had had a celebration called
Naked Days, where no one wore clothes at any time, not even when they went in for groceries,
not even when they went into the saloon. People fed their horses naked, slept naked for the first
time in six months, and checked their mailboxes naked. There was hardly anyone around, and
everyone knew everyone else. It was hard to describe the sense of freedom chinooks brought,
after the entrapment of winter.It had been great fun, that one week each year, the week of warm
washes of wind against the bare chest and across the back, warm winds passing between bare
thighs. The women all shaved their legs for the first time since the fall and lay out in the melting
patches of snow down by the thawing river and got suntans. The men sat at picnic tables in the
meadow behind the mercantile, also down by the river, and drank beer, wore dark sunglasses,
and told stories. And there were no more duels — but that had all gone on in the old days, before
Mahatma Joe Krag came into the valley, down from Alaska, angry and ambitious at not having
converted anyone up there to Christianity, not even an Indian, in over six weeks. And now he
hadn’t scored big in Grass Valley in over twenty years: not since the day he left Alaska. He’d run
out of souls up there. Little did he know that those six weeks would be the beginning of a rest-of-
his-life drought.Mahatma Joe put an end to Naked Days almost single-handedly, and it took him
only a short time to do it.He was mortified, during his first chinook, when he went into town and
saw naked men and women walking down the streets, naked children playing catch, and was
greeted by a naked storekeeper when he went in for his groceries. He was horrified but
challenged, and sometimes, at night, delighted: he had found a valley more wicked than any of
the mining camps in Alaska, and it was in the continental United States.Mahatma Joe began to
write articles about Naked Days for various evangelical magazines, inviting his fellow preachers
to come to the valley the following February, during the next chinook, and witness “an entire
valley of naked unsaved savages, and right inside our own country!”The response was
significant. The evangelists would watch the weather fervently in January, sometimes arriving
early, anticipating the chinook’s passage, calling it correctly even before the weather forecasters
did. The evangelists prayed to the sky for the chinook to arrive, so that their business could



begin.The tradition faded. With all the visiting strangers, people in the Grass Valley began to
keep their clothes on — around town, anyway.Mahatma Joe pressed on to other, lesser
matters.He wanted the town to have rules, ever more rules. He wanted to stop the winter fights.
He wanted to have a town church, a town Bible study, and a town vegetable garden in the rich
meadowland along the Grass River. In summer he wanted the fruits and vegetables all picked
and canned and bottled and sent to distant, savage lands. Joe believed that vegetables could
calm angry souls, that meat — flesh! — was a temptation of Satan’s creation.Moose grazed in
the fertile river meadow during the summer, and ducks floated on the slow blue waters. Elk, with
their antlers in velvet, slept in people’s yards in the high heat of the afternoon, and tried to get
into the hay barns at night. The animals were unafraid of people in the hot windy months, and
they would roll in the river’s shallows like dogs, trying to escape the biting flies. Small children
would walk out and touch the elk’s antlers and feed them sugar cubes during those warm spells
when rules dissolved.Men and women would gather back in the saloon shortly before dusk to
watch the sunset and discuss the day, telling of what they had seen. Ospreys. Nuthatches.
Western flickers. Varied grosbeaks. Pine siskins. They knew all the names, though often would
argue about which bird it was that had the crossed bill for cracking seeds. They loved seeing the
western canaries, which were a bright yellow but had no song, made no noise.There was
hemlock, too, along the river in places, hemlock that would kill a man in half an hour. It looked
like watercress, which some people used in salads. Every now and then someone would
mistake hemlock for watercress, and it’d be the end. Everyone knew there were dangers still left
to living up in Grass Valley. There were mountain lions, wolverines, bears, and wolves; it was one
of the only places like that left.Besides wanting to turn the entire river meadow into a town farm,
a working, thriving plantation for the export of sweetness, Mahatma Joe wanted to get rid of the
hemlock.He spent the silent white winters huddled in the little office behind his cabin, writing
venomous letters to editors of the many sinful newspapers across the country, and writing and
rewriting various tracts on religion, sex, and education. He drafted and redrafted proposed
ordinances. Joe had always imagined the little valley, ringed by snow and glaciers even in
summer, as a new place to build something, a new place to get it right. But he needed help. He
was sixty-eight by the time he had his final vision.·Sometimes people would move into the valley:
young couples who filled in the places of the old-timers who had not made it through the winter.
Occasionally they were young singles, a man or a woman running from some piece of
extraordinarily bad luck, or a whole life of such luck; or sometimes they were young men and
women who had just looked at a map, had seen that there were no paved roads leading into the
valley and no towns within forty miles. They had seen how close it was to Canada, and they had
wondered if, finally, this might be a place to rest.They brought guns, traps, saws, books. They
always brought a dog, and sometimes two or three, especially the single ones, and always the
single women: hardy young women from Illinois and California, Texas and Arkansas, who had
seen the name Grass on a map in some city or town library, on a day late in the fall, with end-of-
day September light fading and flickering through the windows, with the library closing in half an



hour and nowhere to go, no boyfriends, and life over too soon — everything over too soon, and
somehow, too, everything just beginning. These women showed up every year, two or three of
them, and asked around, found out who had died — who had fallen through the ice, who had
been thrown from a horse, who had just disappeared — and they moved in, learning the old
ways of the valley, quickly and hungrily, and staying, changing, learning.One such woman
moved to the valley in the fall of Joe’s sixty-eighth year, his twentieth year in the valley. Her name
was Leena. She had no money, and she came unaware, came in from the South, and put an ad
on the bulletin board outside the mercantile asking for a place to stay in exchange for labor —
clothes washing, gardening, fence building, horse feeding, whatever. There were no vacancies,
no empty cabins when Leena came. She lived in a tent down in the field behind the mercantile
for three weeks, frying bacon and washing her hair in the nearby river at night, babysitting
children in their homes and running the cash register in the mercantile.Across the road from the
mercantile, at the Red Dog saloon, the patrons played a game called Shake-a-Day: you rolled
five weighted dice at once, and if you had three of a kind, you won a free drink. If you rolled four
of a kind, you got a free six-pack, and if all five were the same number, you won half of the pot,
which was all of the quarters that had been paid in since the last pot was won. The pot usually
built up to six or seven hundred dollars before someone finally won it.Leena would walk into the
bar with her dog Sam, buy one drink and sip it slowly, enjoying the talk and learning things about
the valley: the names of birds, the names of plants. Everyone sat on a stool with their dog beside
them, and watched the dogs.Leena would finish her drink, find a quarter, pay for her roll of the
dice — you could roll only once a day — and lose, always. She never won a drink to take with her
across the street and down to the river — a free drink that she could sip by herself while sitting
on a boulder over the river, where she could watch the spry bats racing across the top of the
current snapping at bugs, and the big trout beginning to leap, and night coming in, her new life in
this bowl of a valley. She never won.She bathed in the river at night. The water was frigid, with
blocks of ice bobbing downstream like dirty heads of lettuce, floating past her as she scrubbed
her body hard with the washcloth, fighting for breath, the cold taking the air from her lungs and
turning her numb. The stars above her when she was in the river, gasping, seemed brighter than
when she was not in the river. She had left the most selfish man in the world back, in California.
Each day of being away from him was a day of happiness, of getting stronger — feelings she
never thought she’d have again. Leena would take a deep breath, dunk her head under the
water, disappear from the moonlight, like one of the great trout that rose and then splashed back
down. She would rinse her hair, scrub under her arms, open her eyes under water, look up at the
wavering bright moon, and imagine that she was going to live all her life under the cold river,
looking up. The gravel beneath her feet felt good.She would shake violently then, it was so cold,
and burst from the water and run for shore with numb legs, numb arms, sometimes tripping and
falling, unable to run properly, with nothing working right at all. But she was clean, cleaner than
she had ever been. She’d rub herself dry with a rough towel and crawl into her sleeping bag
shivering and pull the bag’s drawstring tight around her. Sam slept at her feet. Leena fell asleep



with her face and hands still tingling from the river, her feet still numb, but the warmth inside her
beginning to glow once more, like something that could never again be chilled. She was poor
and her luck was bad, but she was clean.Sam had been with Leena through three men, three
men in six years. Things had fallen apart, lost their glue, like toys submerged in water, parts
drifting away, shy parts, plastic parts that were never meant to last. They always wanted her to be
a certain way, never wanted her to be able to change her mind or change anything. Leena fell
asleep tingling, sinking, warm and safe, Sam’s breath steady in her ear, with all the stars above
her moving, rotating, sliding from view and back down behind the tall mountains as the earth
spun. She would never have another man, not ever. They were like fish, they were wet, and they
were all the same. There was no connection, no beauty. They just bit at the hook and were pulled
in, and then they did nothing but lay there, gasping, their eyes turning slowly blue. Leena
tumbled through her dreams, unimperiled by her lack of luck. She had never been so happy. She
had never lived in so clean a place. Sometimes she thought she could sleep forever. It was good
to be in a wild place where men didn’t try to rule you.Despite the deep good sleeps, Leena was
up each morning at seven, frying bacon as the sun, a late riser, was only beginning to show over
the tops of the tall mountains. Leena had a Frisbee, and she would go to the meadow with Sam
and play, first thing every morning, right after breakfast.Sam was daring, acrobatic, even heroic,
chasing the Frisbee wherever it went, even diving into the river after it. He would race at full
speed, tumbling over the little bluff and down into the water, never looking down to notice where
the land ended and the river began. Surfacing immediately, he’d watch the Frisbee as it hovered
in the air, just beyond his struggles, always a little too far away.Leena would cry out whenever he
did make a great catch, or even a great effort. She would clap her hands and pretend that she
was a football coach, as her father had been, back in California. “Sammy my boy, that’s what I
like to see. That’s the way to do it, Sammy boy!” she’d shout, laughing and clapping, delighted at
Sam’s excitement, his reaction to the praise.Her laughter carried all the way up and down the
narrow valley, trapped in the thin air, living forever in the thin air. Anyone could hear her. There
were no secrets there. Everyone knew who Sammy was by the end of the first week.A hawk’s
summer cry, drifting down over the ragged jumble of mountains, spread into the foothills and the
valley’s green, flat river bottom, which was no wider in some places than a freeway. Blue water
cut through its middle. At noon, back in the woods, the loggers shut off their saws, sat down and
opened their lunchboxes. Five or six miles away, on a still day, you could hear their laughter
down in the valley, sometimes even hear their voices from up in the mountains, as if angels were
speaking.The valley was a park, green and forever, in the summer.·Leena thought how she
wanted a horse with which to explore the mountains. She wanted a parrot, too, to talk to her, to
ride around on her shoulder. Her life was a river across which she would build a bridge.There
would be one side, and then the other. Ray, owner of the mercantile, had told her that he had an
old hay barn farther down the valley, and that he might sell it to her when winter came, if she still
had not found a place to stay. There were holes in the roof, it was caving in, and the barn was full
of years-ago, dry, no-good hay, but it would be better than the tent, and Leena began to apply



her savings toward that, picturing it. She imagined the snow coming down as she sat at a table
next to a lantern, writing letters, perhaps a letter to her parents, with the parrot on her shoulder
and the horse in its stall, eating hay. Sam would be asleep at her feet. She would get a cat, too,
to catch the mice.No more men. She saved her wages, twelve dollars a day, for the winter. It was
understood that whatever she had saved, no matter how much or how little, would be the actual
purchase price of the barn. Leena knew that Ray was counting how much he paid her, counting
how much she spent. She knew that he was watching. That was how men were: watchers, rule
makers. But it was all right. After she bought the barn, it would be hers. This valley would be
different. This valley still had wild promise.The barn she was saving for was also along the river,
farther upstream where the valley narrowed and the snows fell deeper. Whenever she moved in,
Leena knew she would have to walk down to the frozen river with an ax and chop ice to get to
the water for the horse to drink, and to get water for cooking. She would have to tie a rope
around her waist to keep from getting lost in the heavy snows, and with that same rope around
her, she would slip down through the hole into the cold water to bathe quickly. And she would
fish through a hole in the ice, farther out, over the center of the river: she would build a fire to stay
warm, a fire whose light would attract the dull, cold fish, and through the small hole she would
catch them all, as many as she wanted, all night, and she would dry them, smoke them, hang
them from the rafters to cure in the cold dry air, and her cabin would smell good, like fresh fish
and smoke.Leena thought about this as spring settled in around them, and she saved her
money, knowing these things — for once knowing how something was going to be, and for once
in control.She kept bathing in the river at night, her skin dark when there was no moon. When
she rolled over on her back and let the cold water carry her downstream, bits of moss and trout
minnows brushed against her legs. Breasts, shoulders, everything became shiny, luminous,
when the moon was out. Drifting into a fast current, she would look up at the stars, the moon,
and remember only then that she might have gone too far. Breaking out of her trance, she would
swim hard upstream, moving like a fish back to where she had started from, and clean.·What
Mahatma Joe thought about in the spring-going-to-summer, sitting alone in his tiny office with its
woodstove, listening to the sounds of dripping water and the great cakes of ice sliding off his
roof, melting and losing their winter grip, was how he was nearing the end, and how he was soon
going to be accountable not for the things he had done, but for the things he had not done.
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Joshua Weeks, “What can I say, love these stories. I read this book for a course in Northwestern
literature and I was very happy to have come across Bass' entire catalog of work. These three
novellas of fiction create fascinating characters that live in captivating places. I detect the strong
masculine prose of Hemingway a bit in Bass' fiction, and it serves the piece very well.If you need
to connect a little bit with the Northwest, or where ever you live, Platte River will help you do that.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Great stories. They make you use your imagination at some
points which was refreshing and interesting.”

Richard Weems, “Two Bass--which will win?. I read The Watch back when it first came out,
pushed on to me by my college creative writing professor. I was wowed by the extremity that
didn't fall into the violence or destitution of Southern Gothic, and I am tempted at some point to
get back into that book. I'd seen other stories pop up by Bass here and there, like in Gordon
Lish's The Quarterly, as he was evidently one of Lish's darlings, and I had read "Field Events,"
from this collection, there. But overall I lost track.So just recently I had a Where Are They Now?
moment and decided to look up Bass, and of course I found the question had been turned to
Where Were YOU, Dude?, as I saw there was a host of Bass I had simply never bothered
finding.This collection of three extended short stories (novellas?) shows, for two-thirds of it, the
style that put Bass so quickly on the map. There is a bombasticism of character, extremity of
situation, that borders the speculative but doesn't trip itself into that wide country. In "Field
Events," for example, two behemoth brothers who can carry around their Volkswagen Bug when
bored come across and even larger behemoth, a man who like to carry cows around on his
shoulders. Strange, but seemingly plausible. But also, Bass keeps his characters amazingly
positive. Mahatma Joe, the title character of the first story, is a Christian zealot in a small town in
Montana but has a true joy about him. The family who takes in the uber-behemoth is a wounded
family of sorts, as is their find, and the story works towards healing. So there is a kind of
optimism in the face of a wild, chaotic world going on.But the only thing that kept me from fully
embracing these stories was something I didn't catch onto until I'd gotten into the third and title
story, which starts off in that style, with a couple who rather violently break up on a regular basis
until Harley is bidden to visit a friend of his to speak to his class, and the story takes quite a turn
into something a little less stylistic but more immersive. It was then that the previous stories had
lacked full visual power for me, that Bass had wowed me with the prospect of people carrying
cows on their shoulders, or skating on melting ice, but I hadn't fully been there with him, while in
"Platte River" I was SO present on the story's central fishing trip.Yet, the title story fell completely
flat for me at the very end, where it took almost a quirky-independent-film route, jumping off into
a future well off the timeline to a resolution that felt exterior to everything. I scooped up some
more collections I had clearly overlooked over the years, but I am wondering if Bass ever finds a



way to balance these extremes.”

iliketofun, “Wonderful!. You know when you listen to music and most of the time you just enjoy
listening to it for the purpose it fills at the moment, it helps you dance, it soothes your
melancholy, it is a perfect compliment to a summer day.Then there is music you hear and you
want to learn how to make music like that. Learn to play the guitar, learn to play the drums, learn
how to record, mix and produce the music?These 3 stories make me want to learn how to write.”

Karen S Diehm, “Not the most uplifting book I've ever read, but...... You get an overall sense of
gloom from the peoples lives in the book, but I believe the author wants you to look deeper than
just that. One story is basically the more the change, the more the things remain the same.
Another looks at peoples strengths vs. weakness's and surprisingly where you will find them.
And, finally, another looks at looking inside yourself. Among this, is the most beautiful and
desriptive narrative of mother nature in all her glory. You can easily picture Exactly where and
what he is talking about. It never fails that a few words thrown together will bring back memories
of your own that you had long forgotten.”

The book by Rick Bass has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided feedback.
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